
Connect Greater Newport - Workforce Town Hall - May 7th, 2021
Summary Notes

On May 7th, 2021 representatives of the Greater Newport community gathered to discuss topics
related to workers in the region. We started with two questions:

● How might we identify and address the gaps that people are experiencing in the existing
programs or services for displaced workers?

● How might we support regional talent attraction needs and opportunities for those
businesses that are hiring?

Challenges to Hire Employees

Employers in the Greater Newport region are struggling to find employees across all types of
businesses and industries. The issues are not simple to solve and demonstrate how the region
could benefit from working together on short and long term solutions.

● Hospitality and retail businesses are finding it especially difficult to hire enough staff to
serve visitors as the tourism season begins.

● Even though businesses are allowed to fully open at 100% capacity they might not be able
to because of labor shortages.

● Trends among incumbent staff - some people are collecting enough on unemployment
and are not returning to work immediately; some are switching industries; and others are
opting out of the labor force entirely.

● Hiring new employees into the region is difficult due to the lack of workforce housing.
● The minimum wage in Massachusetts is higher at $13.50/hr vs $11.50 in Rhode Island

and residents are seeking jobs across the border.
● There is some lingering hesitancy over safety and need for vaccines.
● Child care is not available for late shifts.
● There are no J-1 visas to help businesses fill short term positions in some industries. The

lack of workforce housing is compounding this issue because the visa is contingent upon
the candidate having a place to live.
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Employers are doing different things to attract talent -

● Hiring workers below the age of 18 to reach a wider audience of potential candidates
○ Staples is now permitted to hire 17-year olds.
○ Some restaurants are employing younger-aged staff, but the jobs they can perform

is limited because of restrictions around serving alcohol
● Offering incentives to stay beyond the summer season
● Implementing technologies, such as online ordering or self check in, to reduce labor needs

Actions to Take

● Promote RI WorkShare as an option for employers to bring back employees. Many do not
understand how the program works or how to set it up. This allows people to take a
reduction in hours and the difference is made up with unemployment benefits.

● The region must confront the workforce housing issue and work together on solutions:
○ Create a pool of incentives, eg., relocation packages, to attract talent
○ Make sure zoning works for density
○ Help to educate the community about what our workforce housing needs are so

that they are supporters, not detractors

● Discuss with regional (RI and MA) stakeholders the need to improve transportation links
among our region’s communities. This would serve residents, workers and visitors.

Other Ideas
● Look into the possibility of foster youth looking for employment this summer and what

support is needed to facilitate this. Follow up with the Department of Children, Youth and
Families.

● Identify pockets of people looking for work outside of our region and provide bus or
shuttle transportation

● Is there an opportunity to partner with Universities to utilize dorm rooms during the
summer season to provide temporary housing for workers?

● Look into status and volume of J-1 Visas as a way of bringing in student talent - issues
with extended season though may lessen this as an option.
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https://dlt.ri.gov/ui/workshare/


Longer-term Considerations

● Secure funding to perform a workforce housing assessment to collect data to understand
the region’s housing needs and identify where more dense housing could be built

● Aggressively pursue federal dollars to help existing employers and grow new industries
that are related to infrastructure, like renewable energy.

● Work to promote careers that are in demand and face shortages due to retirements/
growth. This includes the construction trades, manufacturing and more.

● Ensure that the region is ready for remote work employees who will need high-speed
internet access; housing that is suitable to have a dedicated workspace at home and
greater access to shared work facilities.
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